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1 Introduction
The Configuration Tool is a software application that makes the installation and configuration 
of a Divar faster and easier. The Configuration Tool runs on a PC that is connected to the Divar 
via an Ethernet network connection.
Although all settings can also be configured with the on-screen display menu of the Divar 
itself, the Configuration Tool offers a very user-friendly alternative. It also allows configuration 
settings to be saved on the PC hard disk. These can be restored later and used to configure 
other units.

1.1 Getting started
To use the Configuration Tool to change settings, connect the unit to a PC via a network 
connection. The Configuration Tool application must be installed on the PC.

1.1.1 System requirements
Operating platform: A PC running Windows XP or Windows Vista.
For the Configuration Tool, the recommended PC requirements are:
– Processor: Intel Pentium 4 or comparable
– RAM memory: 512 MB
– Free hard disk space: 10 GB
– Graphics card: NVIDIA GeForce 6200 or higher
– Network interface: 10/100-BaseT

1.1.2 Installing the Configuration Tool
To install the Configuration Tool:
1. Insert the CD-ROM into the CD-ROM drive on the PC.

– The installation program starts automatically.
2. If installation does not start automatically, locate the Setup.exe file on the CD and 

double click it.
3. Follow the instructions on the screen and select the install Configuration Tool when 

asked to complete the installation.

1.1.3 Starting the Configuration Tool

Network connection
To start the Configuration Tool without using the Configuration Manager, double click the 
Configuration Tool icon on the desktop window. Alternatively, select the Divar Configuration 
Tool program via the Start button on the task bar and the Programs menu item. Follow the 
log-on procedure.
To start the Configuration Tool via the Configuration Manager, select the Divar under devices 
and click the Config button. This shows a CT log-on dialog box.

Offline configuration
To log on with an offline configuration, select the Divar version, model, the video standard, 
and the cameras that are connected.
It is possible to prepare a set of settings for any type of Divar, to save them to a file, and to 
upload the settings in the file to a compatible Divar. 
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1.1.4 Compatibility

Configuration files
Take the following into account when using configuration settings files:
– Settings files are not interchangable between CT software versions. For instance, a CT 

1.0 settings file cannot be imported into CT version 2.5.
– Any version of CT can only connect to Divars with the same firmware version. For 

instance, CT 2.5 can only connect with Divars having firmware version 2.5.
– Settings files are not interchangable between Divar versions. For instance, a settings file 

of CT 3.0 for a Divar DHR-751 cannot be imported into CT 3.0 to be used with a Divar 
DNR-730
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2 Operation

2.1 How to log on
When starting the Configuration Tool via a network, the Log on window appears. (Click 
Cancel to discontinue log on and exit the application.)

Figure 2.1 Log on window via a network

When the Configuration Tool application is started for the first time, the Divar list is empty. 
First, a Divar must be added to the list. To add a Divar to the list or to modify a Divar entry, 
click Edit >>.

To modify the Divar list
The Edit Divar list window allows adding or deleting Divars from the list.

Figure 2.2 Edit Divar list window

To automatically detect all enabled Divars on the network:
1. Click Detect

– To detect a Divar, Discovery must be enabled on that Divar.
2. Select a Divar and click OK to add the selected Divar to the list.
To add a Divar to the list:
1. Click Add
2. Enter the IP address or DNS name of the new Divar.

– The IP address to be filled in is set in the Configuration/Network menu of the Divar 
itself.
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3. Type a name in the Name box or retrieve it from the Divar by checking the Retrieve from 
Divar box.

4. Click Add
To delete a Divar from the list:
1. In the list, select the Divar to delete.
2. Click Delete

– The selected Divar is removed from the list.

Log on
When starting the Configuration tool application, the log on window appears. (Click Cancel to 
discontinue log on and exit the application.)

Figure 2.3 Log on window showing Select Divar list

To control a particular Divar:
1. Choose by double-clicking or selecting it.
2. Type user name and password.

– The user name and password to be filled in are set in the Configuration/Network 
access menu of the Divar itself. Check with the administrator for access rights to the 
unit if log on is denied.

– To let the system remember names and passwords on subsequent uses of the 
Configuration Tool, place a check mark in the Save log on information box.

3. Click Edit... or Log on.

Maximum number of users
If the maximum number of users (eight) is exceeded, a window is displayed.
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2.2 Introducing the main window
The Configuration Tool window is divided into 3 panes. The buttons in the left pane are always 
available. Clicking one of these buttons changes the contents of the center pane. The buttons 
in the top pane are control buttons that give direct access to various tasks.

Figure 2.4 Configuration Tool - Settings window

2.2.1 Overview button

Click the Overview  button to get general information about the Divar that is connected.

2.2.2 Logbook button

Click Logbook  to display a list of events in the center pane. This list can be filtered to 
show only certain events.
– Fill in the date/time values to restrict the period for viewing events.
– Uncheck types of events that are to be filtered (not viewed).
The latest event is shown first.

2.2.3 Settings button

Click Settings  to display the page for configuring the Divar. The menu tree structure and 
the selected subpage is shown in the center pane.

Using the Menu tree
Use the tree to navigate through the menu system.
– Click + to expand the branch of the tree.
– Click - to collapse it.
– Click an entry to display the parameters for that branch.
– Select or enter the values for the parameters.
– These values are updated immediately in the unit.
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2.2.4 Service button

Click Service  to get a list of diagnostic messages.
– Click Reboot device... to restart the unit. Connection with the unit from the 

Configuration tool will be lost.
– Click Factory defaults... to reset the unit to its factory default settings. Refer to Chapter 

7 of the Installation and Operation manual for a list of default values.
– Click Force all users off... to log off all users except yourself.

2.2.5 Help button

Click Help  at any time to get help. A dialog help window appears.

2.2.6 Logout button

To return to the Control Center application or to log on to a different unit, click Logout .

2.2.7 Network connection indicator

Indicates whether or not there is a connection  to the network.

2.3 Using the control buttons
The top pane of the main window has several buttons that allow performing common tasks 
quickly:

Import / Export
All recorder settings that are set in the Configuration Tool can be saved to a file that is stored 
on the PC harddisk. When working with several recorders, save the settings for each recorder 
to a separate file with a unique name. The settings in these files can be loaded back into the 
Configuration Tool either completely or in subgroups. Although these files are stored as text 
files and can be viewed with a text viewer, do not change or edit them as this makes them 
unusable.

Import

1. Click Import  to open a settings file.
2. In the dialog box, select the location and name of the file to open.
3. Select the groups of settings to load and click OK.
4. The selected settings are downloaded to the unit immediately.

Export

1. Click Export  to save the current settings in a PC file.
2. In the dialog box, select the location and enter a name for the file to be saved.
3. Select the groups of settings to save and click OK to save the settings.

Print
To print the complete contents of the page or list to a file when the Overview or Service page 
is active:

1. Click Print  to print the current settings.
2. Click OK to print.
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Save

Click Save  to save the complete contents of the page or list when the Overview or Service 
page is active.

Refining settings
When selecting Import, Export, or Download, a dialog window allows a selection of three 
groups of settings. Select All settings, All settings except or Only to determine how the list is 
constructed.

Undo / Redo

Click  to undo or  to redo the last action. Up to 100 actions can be undone.

Factory Defaults

Click the Factory Defaults  button to set all settings on the active page to their default 
values. Refer to Chapter 7 of the Installation and Operation manual for a list of default values.

Refresh

Click Refresh  to refresh the content of the current page settings only.
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2.4 Configuring monitors

To configure monitors, click Settings  and select the Configure Monitors menu item.

Configure Monitor A
(or)
Configure Monitor B

2.4.1 Monitor settings
The monitor settings submenu contains display settings for monitor A (and monitor B for 
hybrid models).

Display options
Select a transparent background to see the camera display behind the menus. 
Select the color for the cameo borders (black, white or gray).
Check the Click to open menus box to require a click in the top or bottom part of monitor A to 
open the screen menus. If left unchecked, hoovering near the top or bottom opens the menus.

Multiscreens
Select the multiscreens to be viewed.

Sequence
Select the length of time a camera remains visible on screen (1 to 60 seconds) in the 
Sequence dwell time field. 
Use the the Add button to move camera inputs or multiscreen views to the sequence list. Use 
the Move up or Move down buttons to put them in the desired order. Use Remove to clear a 
single item from the sequence list. Use Erase to clear all items from the sequence list.

Note:
When a HD camera is part of the sequence list, it is not shown during sequencing because HD 
camera display is not supported on the local user interface.

Event display
Select the way events are displayed on both monitor A and B.
Check the Contact inputs events, Motion detection events, Text events or Video loss alarms 
boxes to display these events on the screen.
Set the length of time these events remain on the screen in the Display duration field (non-
alarm events only).
Enter the number of lines to display in the event list and whether only alarm events should be 
displayed.
For live and playback modes, select to display icons in the cameos always, only on alarms or 
never.

Text display
Select the way text events are displayed on both monitor A and B.
– Enable Show text data to see a text data overlay on the monitor.
– Select the text position.
– Set the display duration of a text event.
– Select the text foreground color.
– Select the background color.
– Select the required font size.
– Selct either monospace or proportionally spaced screen font.
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3 Advanced configuration

3.1 International

3.1.1 Language
– Select your Language from the drop-down list.
– Select the preferred Temperature unit.

3.1.2 Time/date
– Select a Time zone from the list (daylight saving time is adjusted accordingly).
– Select either a 12-hour or a 24-hour clock Time format.
– Fill in the actual Time.
– Select a Date format which shows either the month (MM), the day (DD), or the year 

(YYYY) first.
– Enter the actual Date.
– Set Daylight Saving to Automatic to enable it. Set to Manual and fill in the day, month, 

and time of both Start and End time, and the Offset if it differs from the information 
associated with your time zone.

Note:
If synchronizing the time causes the the recorder time to be set back less than 10 minutes, the 
recorder clock slows down. The recording continues, but more frames are stored for each 
second that the recorder time advances. When the recorder time slow-down has made up for 
the number of minutes it was ahead, normal clock pace is resumed. 
During playback of video recorded with a slowed-down clock, the playback speed appears to 
have slowed down.

If synchronizing the time causes the recorder time to be set back more than ten minutes, 
recording is suspended. The recorder clock stops until the actual time has advanced to the 
last recording timestamp. An alarm message is shown during this condition until the alarm is 
acknowledged. When the recorder time has advanced to the timestamp of the newest 
recordings, the clock resumes advancing at the normal pace and normal recording behaviour 
is resumed. 

If you want the recorder to set back the clock more than 10 minutes, but also want the unit to 
resume recording immediately, you should either delete all recordings manualy, or set the 
recorder time ahead of the latest recording time.

3.1.3 Time Server

– The Use time server function synchronizes the time of the unit with the time of a network 
time server or another Divar unit. Fill in the IP address of the network time server. If a 
time server is not present on the same subnet, the unit searches for a suitable time 
server outside its own network. Make sure the Divar gateway is set correctly to find the 
time server. Ensure that firewalls do not block NTP traffic via port 123.

– Click Synchronize to start time synchronization.
Automatic time synchronization (done once every four days) can only change the clock by a 
maximum of 10 minutes (see Note under Section 6.1.2 Time/date).
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3.2 Video & Audio
Use this menu to configure the video and audio inputs.
On DHR 730 models tabs 1-8 are for the analog cameras. Higher tabs are for IP cameras. 
On DHR 750 models tabs 1-16 are for the analog cameras. Higher tabs are for IP cameras. 
On DNR 730 models tabs 1-16 are for IP cameras. 
On DNR 750 models tabs 1-32 are for IP cameras. 
On models with expanded memory, (revision B models) the bitrates tab follows the camera 
number tabs.

3.2.1 Analog Channels
The tabs 1-8 or 1-16 across the top of the menu contain the settings for each of the analog 
inputs on a digital hybrid recorder.

A General tab and a Control tab are available for each analog camera.

General tab
– Enter a name for the selected input. The name can be up to 16 characters long.
– The Enable video input setting enables (default) or disables the video and corresponding 

audio inputs.
– Auto contrast - enabled to let the system automatically adjust the contrast for the video 

input.
– Contrast - can be set manually with the slider if Auto contrast is disabled.
– Enable Audio input when an audio source is connected.
– The Level meter indicates the strength of the audio input signal.
– Use the Gain slider to adjust the input sensitivity.

Control tab
– Enable PTZ when a controllable camera is connected. By default, PTZ is disabled.
– Select protocol and device address on PTZ bus. (PTZ commands are transmitted across 

the RS485 and Biphase bus simultaneously. Each camera should have a unique address 
greater than 0.)

3.2.2 IP Channels
A General tab and a Control tab are available for each camera.

Note:
An IP stream must only be connected to a single channel on a single Divar. There should be no 
connection to any other device that could influence the settings of the IP device.

IP camera
If an IP connection has already been configured, the IP address, input type, and stream 
number is displayed. If a connection has already been established, a video preview appears.

Manual setup
1. Click Manual setup ... to configure or change an IP camera connection.

– IP address - enter the IP address of the IP camera.
– Input - Choose Camera for a camera or a single-channel encoder. Choose Video line 

1-4 for a multi-channel encoder.
– Stream - enter the stream number.
– Encoder profile - Displays the encoder profile of the IP device.
– Username/Password - enter the username and password if applicable.

2. Press OK to confirm settings.
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It can take a few seconds to establish a successful connection, after which a video preview 
appears.

Auto detect
Click Auto detect ... to assign a detected IP camera to the selected channel. Select 
Configure ... to change the IP parameters of the selected camera.

Input name
Enter a name for the selected input. The name can be up to 16 characters long.

Enable video input
This setting enables (default) or disables the video input.

Camera resolutions
Select a set of resolutions that match the available resolutions of the attached IP camera.

Enable SD display on local monitor
Check to limit the video streams from the camera to only those that the unit can locally 
decode and display. If unchecked, video from this IP camera is recorded but is not displayed 
locally.

Control tab
– Enable PTZ when a controllable camera is connected. By default, PTZ is disabled.
– Select a protocol and the communication parameters required for PTZ control of cameras 

attached to encoders.
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3.2.3 Bitrates tab
Units with IP channels have a Bitrates tab for allocating the total available IP bandwidth to the 
individual cameras. DHR models with 8 or 16 IP channels have 36 Mbit/s total bandwidth 
available for video streams from IP cameras. DNR recorder models have 72 Mbit/s total 
bandwidth available.

The Bitrates tab lists all IP channels with their Unconstrained bitrate, Ceiling bitrate, and 
Status.

The Unconstrained bitrate is maximum bitrate of camera, based on the highest camera 
settings for resolution, frame rate and quality in all recording profiles.

The Ceiling bitrate is the maximum bitrate allowed for this camera. This value can be changed 
as follows:
1. Click on a channel.
2. Select a value in the Bitrate ceiling on channel xx list box. 

The Status column shows: 
– OK when the settings for resolution, framerate and quality are honored, and no 

limitations apply for any of the profiles.
– Capped to Ceiling when the ceiling value for the camera is lower than the value 

calculated from resolution, framerate and quality settings in the profiles in the recording 
panel. This causes the bitrate for the camera to be lower than the value  set in the 
recording profiles.

– No Bitstream when the camera can not stream video data due to bitrate limitations.

If the total required bandwidth is greater than the total availble bandwidth, the unit puts 
cameras into the No Bitstream state, starting with the highest numbered IP camera. 

The total required bandwidth of all cameras based on the ceiling values and the total 
bandwidth available in the unit is shown. 

Note:
Refer to the data sheet for a list of supported IP cameras and encoders.
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3.3 Schedule

3.3.1 Setting the dynamic characteristics
The settings in the Schedule menu provide the opportunity to tap the powerful functionality 
of the unit. By planning and setting up the profiles available, efficient use of resources is 
achieved that covers most types of working situations. The profiles are scheduled in a weekly 
calendar, changing the recording and event behavior at a particular day or time (for example, 
weekends or nights). The six profiles that are defined in the Recording menu appear here.
The profiles are represented by different colors in a graphical representation of the weekly 
schedule. The schedule can be changed by selecting a profile number and then drawing an 
active area in the graphical schedule.

3.3.2 Schedule

Configuration
– The use of profiles is defined in a calendar that covers one week. This calendar is then 

repeated for subsequent weeks.
– A profile is specified at intervals of 15 minutes for each day of the week.
– Program exception days to change profiles for special days and holidays.

1. Select a profile number. The selected profile is highlighted.
2. Click Edit selected profile name to edit the name of the selected profile.
3. Move down to the schedule. Use the arrow and enter keys or mouse to draw an active 

area.
4. When finished, select Save to activate the updated schedule.

3.3.3 Exceptions
– Up to 32 exceptions can be set that override the schedule.
– To add an exception, select Add. Enter the Date, Time, Duration, and the Profile.
– To edit an exception, select it and click Change... .
– To remove an exception, select it and click Remove.
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3.4 Recording
Use the Recording menu to configure the recording set-up for each of the six profiles.

Note:
The audio/video settings in a profile also apply to the stream used for remote live viewing.

The recording behavior for each of the six profiles is specified in three submenus and then for 
each individual channel.
1. Select a profile.
2. Choose an individual input channel to configure the settings for recording its video and 

audio.
3. Select a submenu for Normal, Contact, or Motion recording.

– Normal recording - the default recording mode
– Contact recording - activated upon an contact input event
– Motion recording - activated upon a motion event

3.4.1 Normal
Set values for each of the following fields:
– Normal recording mode:

– Continuous - set to record continuously
– Event only - set to record events only
– No Recording - set to disable recording

– Pre-Event Time:
– set between 1 and 120 seconds (only applicable when recording Event only). The 

recoding for the event starts this amount of time before the event occcurs.
– Resolution:

– for analog cameras, set the video resolution to 4CIF (704 x 576/480 PAL/NTSC), 
2CIF (704 x 288/240 PAL/NTSC), or CIF (352 x 288/240 PAL/NTSC).

– for IP cameras, set the video resolutions from which to choose in the Camera 
resolutions field in the Video & Audio / General tab.

– Quality:
– set the video quality setting to High, Medium or Standard.

– Frame rate:
– set the video frame rate to 25/30, 12.5/15, 6.25/7.5, 3.125/3.75 or 1/1 ips (images 

per second in PAL/NTSC). For IP cameras, the frame rate value is limited so that the 
resulting Current bitrate value does not exceed the Ceiling value.

For analog cameras:
– Record audio:

– check to enable audio recording.
– Audio quality:

– set the audio quality to High, Medium or Standard.
For IP cameras:
– The current bit rate is shown.
– The bit rate ceiling is shown.

Note:
For the most efficient image compression, avoid camera noise by making sure that the camera 
has been set up correctly and enough lighting is available. In addition, ensure that the camera 
is mounted so that it does not shake due to wind or other influences.
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3.4.2 Contact
The fields have the same parameters as those under the Normal tab. Additional fields are 
present for contact recording.
– Contact recording:

– Fixed duration - activates recording for the set duration from the start of the event.
– Follows + Post - activates recording as long as the event is active and continues 

after the event becomes inactive for the time set in the duration field.
– Follows - activates the recording only as long as the event is active.
– No recording

– Set the duration time in minutes and seconds.

3.4.3 Text
The fields have the same parameters as those under the Normal tab. Additional fields are 
present for text recording.
– Text recording:

– Fixed duration - activates recording for the set duration from the start of the event.
– No recording

– Set the duration time in minutes and seconds.

3.4.4 Motion
The fields have the same parameters as those under the Normal tab. Additional fields are 
present for motion recording.
– Motion recording:

– Fixed duration - activates recording for the set duration from the start of the event.
– No recording

– Set the duration time in minutes and seconds.

Note:
If Event only recording has been selected under the Normal tab, then the pre-event time also 
applies for contact, motion and text recordings.
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3.5 Contacts
Use the Contacts menu to set up alarm inputs and relay outputs.

3.5.1 Contact inputs
By default, all contact Inputs are Normally Open (NO). When needed, highlight contact inputs 
to function as Normally Closed (NC) contacts (highlight the un-numbered box to select all).

Note:
If an IP camera is attached to the unit, physical contact input 1 of the IP camera is ORed with 
the similarly numbered physical contact input. This ORed level is used as alarm or event 
source. For example, if camera 3 is an IP camera then its contact input is ORed with the 
recorder contact input number 3. Contact inputs other than contact 1 are ignored by the 
recorder.

3.5.2 Relay outputs
By default, all relay output contacts are Normally Open (NO). When needed, highlight the relay 
outputs to function as Normally Closed (NC) contacts.

Note:
The local interface does not provide control over relay outputs on IP devices.

3.5.3 Contact input properties
Each of the 16 contact inputs can be assigned a name and a profile override mode.

Profile overrides
An alarm input can activate a profile override. There are three modes available:
– No override (default)
– Follows: the profile override lasts for as long as the input is active (no override duration 

can be set).
– Fixed duration: the profile override starts when the input becomes active and continues 

for the time set in the override duration field.
When a profile override is selected, choose which Profile of the six will be used as the 
override profile and then set the override Duration.
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3.6 Motion

3.6.1 Motion detection on analog cameras
The motion detection feature is configured by selecting the tabs for each individual analog 
video input.
1. Select the Draw cells mode next to the preview window:

– To add cells, draw rectangles in the motion detection area.
– To remove cells, erase rectangles from the motion detection area.
– Select Draw all cells to activate motion detection for the entire preview area.
– Select Erase all cells to clear motion detection for the entire preview area.
– Check the Show grid box to outline grid zones.

2. Adjust the Trigger level slider to set the level of motion that will be detected. Sliding to 
the right raises sensitivity, sliding to the left lowers sensitivity. The highest value detects 
even the slightest motion.

3. The Motion indicator gives a visual indication of the activity detected.
4. Select Clear indicator to reset the peak level.

Note:
Tips for troublefree motion detection:
– The size of a motion area influences the sensitivity in this area. A small motion area 

should be used to detect small objects (high sensitivity); a large area should be used to 
detect large objects (low sensitivity).

– Noise in the camera image can create false motion events, especially when detecting 
small objects. Make sure the camera has been set up correctly and enough lighting is 
available for the camera to obtain a noise-free image.

– Ensure that the camera is mounted so that it does not shake due to wind or other 
influences.

3.6.2 Motion detection on IP cameras
With IP cameras there are two ways of performing motion detection:
– in the camera, or
– in the recorder.

To enable motion detection in the camera:
1. Click the Change button until the Motion detection by field shows Camera. 

– Now the Divar only receives a motion detected event from the camera.
2. Use the camera browser interface to select the type of motion detection algorithm (IVA 

or Motion+) and configure the motion detection features of the camera. 
Both IVA and Motion+ events are reported to the recorder as a motion detected event. The 
recorder does not record IVA metadata nor support IVA-specific events such as line crossing.
To set motion detection by DVR: 
1. Click the Change button until the Motion detection by field shows DVR. 
2. Use the drawing area trigger level to configure the DVR motion detection, just as 

described for analog cameras. 
No detection features of the camera itself are used.

Note:
The settings on this page only become effective after clicking the Save button.
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3.7 Text data

3.7.1 Bridge
Bridges or terminals for supplying text data are configured here.
– Port: enter the port for the bridge device.
– Add bridge: click to enter the IP address of a bridge.
– Settings: click to change the settings of the selected device.
– Remove: select a device in the list and click Remove to remove it.

Note:
This optional feature requires a software license to be obtained before it is activated. See 
Section 6.12.3 Licenses.

3.7.2 DirectIP
Direct IP sockets for supplying text data are configured here.
DirectIP allows external systems to send text data to the Divar unit for recording with one or 
more cameras.

Click Add to define a new source system sending text data
1. Enter the source IP address of the external system that sends the text data or 0.0.0.0 to 

accept data from any external system.
2. Select one of the TCP ports 7100-7131 on which to listen for text data.
3. Select the codepage used by the source system to encode characters.
4. Select the camera to store the text data with.

Click on an entry in the list and select Settings to review and update the configuration data of 
the particular text source system.

Click on an entry in the list and select Remove to remove the selected text source system 
from the list.

Text data coming from a text source system can be recorded with more than one camera. Use 
Add to associate the same source system IP address and codepage to a different destination 
port and assigned camera. Similarly, use Add to associate more than one text source system 
with the same camera.
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3.8 Event
Use the Event menu to specify the desired behavior for an active contact input, detected 
motion, or video loss. The general behavior of events is also set here. Each of the six profiles 
has a General, Contact, Motion, Text and Video loss tab.

3.8.1 General

Auto acknowledge alarms
– Enable when alarms should be acknowledged automatically. By default, an alarm must be 

manually acknowledged.

Alarm dwell time
– Set between 1 and 59 seconds to select the period during which the output relay and the 

beeper remain active after activation of the alarm.

Sound beeper on alarm
– Enable an audible warning upon an alarm.

Sound beeper on video loss
– Enable an audible warning upon video loss.

Actions when entering this profile
Click Edit... to specify pre-positions for PTZ cameras when this profile is started. 
– Enter a pre-position number from 1-1023 for each of the PTZ cameras that should be 

moved (PTZ must be enabled for corresponding camera input).
Any actions that have been configured are listed. 

3.8.2 Contact
The event behavior can be configured for each of the 16 input contacts in turn.
– Check the Enabled box if the input contact should activate an event.
– Check the Alarm box if the input contact should activate an alarm.

Actions
Click Edit... to set up Recording, Monitor and PTZ actions that should be carried out when 
this contact is active. 
– Recording: highlight the video channels to be recorded at contact recording settings 

when this input contact is active (highlight the un-numbered box to select all). A list of 
the selected channels and their recording properties is shown.

– Monitor: highlight the video channels to be displayed on monitors A and B when this 
input contact is active (highlight the un-numbered box to select all).

– PTZ: enter a pre-position number from 1-1023 for each of the PTZ cameras that should 
be moved (PTZ must be enabled for corresponding camera input).

Any actions that have been configured are listed. 

3.8.3 Motion
The event behavior for motion detection can be configured for each video channel in turn.
– Check the Enabled box if motion detection should activate an event.
– Check the Alarm box if motion detection should activate an alarm.

Actions
Click Edit... to set up Recording, Monitor and PTZ actions that should be carried out when 
motion is detected. 
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– Recording: highlight the video channels to be recorded at motion recording settings 
when motion is detected (highlight the un-numbered box to select all). A list of the 
selected channels and their recording properties is shown.

– Monitor: highlight the video channels to be displayed on monitors A and B when motion 
is detected (highlight the un-numbered box to select all).

– PTZ: enter a pre-position number from 1-1023 for each of the PTZ cameras that should 
be moved (PTZ must be enabled for corresponding camera input).

Any actions that have been configured are listed. 

3.8.4 Text
The event behavior for text can be configured for each video channel in turn.
– Check the Enabled box if text should activate an event.
– Check the Alarm box if text should activate an alarm.

Actions
Click Edit... to set up Recording, Monitor and PTZ actions that should be carried out when 
text is detected. 
– Recording: highlight the video channels to be recorded at text recording settings when 

text is detected (highlight the un-numbered box to select all). A list of the selected 
channels and their recording properties is shown.

– Monitor: highlight the video channels to be displayed on monitors A and B when text is 
detected (highlight the un-numbered box to select all).

– PTZ: enter a pre-position number from 1-1023 for each of the PTZ cameras that should 
be moved (PTZ must be enabled for corresponding camera input).

Any actions that have been configured are listed. 

3.8.5 Video loss
The event behavior for video loss signals can be configured for each video channel in turn.
– Check the Enabled box for each video channel if video loss should activate an event.
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3.9 Network

3.9.1 Setup - General
– Enter a unique DVR name to be used on the network.
– If Discovery is enabled, the unit can be automatically discovered and its IP address can 

be read.
– If required, change the default HTTP port (80) to a new value.
– Remote streaming limit — Enter a value between 0 and 1000 Mbps to restrict the 

network bandwidth available for streaming audio and video to all BVC workstations 
combined.

3.9.2 Setup - Connection 1
Set up the network parameters for the primary Ethernet port.
– Enable DHCP to have IP address, subnet mask, and default gateway assigned 

automatically by the network DHCP server. The actual values are displayed.
– If DHCP is disabled, fill in the IP address, the Subnet mask, and the Default gateway 

address for the recorder.
– If Auto DNS address is not enabled, then fill in the DNS Server address.
– The MAC address is read only; it shows the MAC address of the Ethernet adapter.
– Connection shows the status of the physical network connection. 

3.9.3 Setup - Connection 2
Set up the network parameters for the secondary Ethernet port.
– Enable DHCP to have IP address, subnet mask, and default gateway assigned 

automatically by the network DHCP server. The actual values are displayed.
– If DHCP is disabled, fill in the IP address, and the Subnet mask.
– The MAC address is read only; it shows the MAC address of the Ethernet adapter.
– Connection shows the status of the physical network connection. 

3.9.4 IP Range
– Eight IP ranges can be entered to allow access.
– Enter the same begin and end address to specify a single IP address. Enter different 

begin and end addresses to specify an IP address range.
Only workstations (with the Bosch Video Client or Configuration Tool) that have an IP address 
in one of the specified ranges can gain access to the unit.

3.9.5 Monitor Streaming
The remote monitor streaming function, which is only available on hybrid units, allows 
monitor output A and/or B to be streamed remotely via one or more of the analog video 
inputs. The main advantage of using this feature is that multi-screen images can be viewed 
remotely using just one video stream, thus requiring only a limited amount of network 
bandwidth and computer resources.
Each of the analog video inputs can be configured as:
– Camera input (default).
– Streaming output A (input is used to stream monitor output A).
– Streaming output B (input is used to stream monitor output B).

Note:
Disable the recording of a channel used for monitor streaming in the Recording tab.
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3.9.6 SNMP

SNMP
– Enable SNMP to activate SNMP.
– Community - fill in the SNMP authentication string.
– System contact - fill in the contact data of the administrator.
– System description - describe the recording system.
– System location - enter the location of the system.
– Enable white list host - check box to activate hosts that list IP addresses that are allowed 

to access the SNMP feature of the unit.
– Hosts - add or remove white list host IP addresses.

Traps
– Enable Traps to allow traps to be sent.
– Select the traps to send: Coldboot, Temperature alarms, Power supply alarms, Video 

loss events, HDD alarms, Text bridge connection loss alarms.
– Hosts - add or remove host IP addresses to which the traps are to be sent.
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3.10 Storage
The Storage menu gives access to information on the hard disk(s) and iSCSI storage LUNs.

3.10.1 Disk set
A disk set consists of 1 or more disk drives and/or iSCSI LUNs. It normally is associated with a 
particular recorder unit. A recorder unit may recognise more than one such disk sets, but only 
one is the active disk set. 

Selection of active disk set
Should the unit detect more than one disk set during system boot, the user is prompted to 
select the active disk set. Click on the disk set you want to use, and optionally check the read 
only box to prevent recording on that disk set. Click OK to start normal operation.
If you let the timer expire in this panel, the disk set last used for recording in the unit becomes 
the active disk set used in write mode. Once the active disk set is choosen, the other disk sets 
are ignored. You can add the drives that belong to these other disk sets to the active disk set. 
In this case the video on the drives is lost.
The Active disk set properties apply to the complete set of active hard disks:
– Disks in set shows which hard disks are used.
– Write protect disk set indicates if the disk set is used for reading and/or writing. Click 

Change to set a different mode than displayed.
– Internal RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks) activates a redundant storage 

mechanism (RAID 4) that ensures a higher reliability of recorded content. To activate the 
RAID function, four harddisks must be installed and a RAID license activated. While 
RAID 4 is active, the storage available for video recording is equal to three times the size 
of the smallest disk in the set. The fourth disk is used for parity information. 
If a single disk fails, no data is lost. Recording continues on three disks without RAID 4 
protection. Once the defective disk has been replaced, the data on the new disk is rebuilt 
(this process typically takes about 24 hours) while normal operation continues.

– Overwrite after - The oldest video is automatically overwritten when the disk set is full. 
Overwriting can be forced to a shorter time period if required, for example, for legal 
purposes.

– The total disk set capacity is shown in gigabytes.

3.10.2 Disks

In use
View the properties of the disks in use in the active disk set.
– The capacity of each disk is shown in gigabytes.
– Remove disks from the active disk set by clicking Remove.
– Click to select an individual hard disk from the list.

– Click Properties to view the status of the selected disk.

All disks
All available disks are shown in the list. 
– Select Internal disks to see a list of installed internal disks and their capacity in GB.
– iSCSI disk locations are also shown. Locations can be added or removed from the list by 

clicking Add location or Remove location.
– When Add location is selected, a pop-up window appears; fill in the IP address and 

port of the iSCSI array to be added.
– Select an individual hard disk from the list and click Properties to view the status of the 

selected disk.
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3.10.3 Service
– Delete recording until... - opens a submenu to delete video older than a specified date.
– Delete all recordings - will erase all video on all hard disks in the active disk set 

(protected drives will also be erased).
– Pause recording... - pauses all recordings for a specified period of time.

3.10.4 Raid 4 protection
Divar 700 series recorders have a licensed RAID 4 protection feature. When this feature is 
active, the recordings are safe, even if one of the hard drives should fail. The RAID feature 
requires 4 drives to operate. The net capacity of hard disk space available in RAID mode is 3 
times the size of the smallest hard disk in the recorder. So if 4*1 TB is installed, the net 
capacity for recordings is 3 TB. If you have 1*500 GB and 3*1 TB hard disks, the net capacity 
is 3*500 GB or 1.5 TB.

Activating RAID mode.
Make sure you have installed the RAID 4 license. If the active disk set has 4 drives installed, 
the internal RAID option can be enabled in the Disk set tab by selecting Change. The recorder 
warns that all recordings will be lost. Click OK to continue.

When a hard disk drive fails
If one of the disk drives fail while operating in RAID 4 mode, an alarm appears: RAID unsafe, 
Missing disk.
The recorder continues to record on the three drives, and no video data is lost. However, the 
RAID protection feature is not operable, because only 3 drives are available. The Disk set tab 
still shows 4 disks in the active disk set. The missing disk is shown in red with a yellow icon in 
the Disks / In use tab. From the list of drives the faulty drive slot can be determined.

Setting up a new disk
Power down the recorder and replace the faulty drive with a spare one and reboot.
The Disk set tab still shows 4 disks in the active disk set. In the Disks / In use tab the faulty 
drive is listed together with the 3 good drives. In the Disks / All tab the 3 good drives with the 
replacement drive are shown. 
1. Remove the faulty drive from the active disk set in the Disks / In use tab.
2. Add the replacement dive to the active disk set in the Disks / All tab.

The recorder shows a reminder when the drives in the RAID set are not the same size and 
that any video on the replacement drive will be lost if the drive is added to the RAID set. 

3. Click OK to proceed.

The recorder continues to show the message RAID unsafe. The unit also shows that RAID 
building is in progress with an indication of the percentage completed.

RAID rebuild occurs in the background while all normal recording operation continues. The 
rebuild can take considerable time (for big hard disks over 24 hours) but does not hamper 
normal recorder operations in any way.

The slot position of the hard drives is irrelevant. The unit recognizes each drive by its 
signature and knows to which disk set it belongs.
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3.11 Users

3.11.1 General
– Set a default user. This user is logged on to the unit by default on power up.

3.11.2 Administrator
– Enter a User name which can be up to 16 characters.
– Enter a Password that can be up to 12 characters.
– Check Allow local log on to enable local access (always enabled).
– Check Allow remote log on to enable remote access.
– Check Auto log off to enable automatic log off after 3 minutes of inactivity.

3.11.3 Users 1 - 7
The access rights for up to seven users can be defined with the seven tabs.
– Enter a User name, up to 16 characters.
– Enter a Password up to 12 characters.
– Set different user rights by checking the various check boxes.
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3.12 System

3.12.1 Service
– Select Restore factory defaults to reset the settings in the menu system to their default 

value. (Refer to Section 7 Menu default values for a list of default values.)
– Export diagnostic data archives a system info file to a USB memory device when 

connected. This is for service purposes only.
– Export system configuration saves a copy of the system settings to a USB memory 

device.
– Export log for exporting saves a log file containing a list of video exports to a USB 

memory device.
– Import system configuration will load previously saved system settings from a USB 

memory device.
– Erase log book will delete the contents of the log book.

3.12.2 KBD
KBD is used to: 
– set a unique ID number between 1 and 16 if multiple Divar units are controlled with one 

keyboard.
– set a first camera number to create a multi-Divar system (for example, Divar 1 has 

cameras 1 - 16; Divar 2 has cameras 17 - 32).
– set access rights for each keyboard if multiple keyboards are used with a keyboard 

expander to control a Divar.

3.12.3 Serial ports

COM port
The COM port is used for service or integration purposes. Set up the communication 
parameters required.

RS485 port
The COM port is used for service or integration purposes. Set up the communication 
parameters required.

3.12.4 Licenses
Some optional features require a software license to be obtained before they are activated.
– MAC address displays the MAC address of the unit. The MAC address, together with a 

valid license number, is required to obtain an activation key via:
https://activation.boschsecurity.com

The license number and instructions on how to obtain the activation key can be found in 
the letter that is provided when purchasing a Divar license.

– Installed keys lists all license keys already installed on the system.
– Click Install key to enter a new license activation key.
– Available features lists all installed optional features.

3.12.5 Logging
Select the items to be logged.
– Log contacts 
– Log motion 
– Log remote access 
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